unlike chess or backgammon tabletop wargames have no single accepted set of rules most wargamers at some point have had a go at writing their own rules and virtually all have modified commercially available sets to better suit their idea of the ideal game or to adapt favourite rules to a different historical period or setting but many who try soon find that writing a coherent set of rules is harder than they thought while tweaking one part of an existing set can often have unforeseen consequences for the game as a whole now at last help is at hand veteran gamer and rules writer john lambshead has teamed up with the legendary rick priestley creator of games workshop s phenomenally successful warhammer system to create this essential guide for any would be wargame designer or tinkerer rick and john
give excellent advice on deciding what you want from a wargame and balancing realism be it in a historical or a fantasy sci fi context with playability they discuss the relative merits of various mechanisms cards dice tables then discuss how to select and combine these to handle the various essential game elements of turn sequences combat resolution morale etc to create a rewarding and playable game that suits your tastes and requirements

**The Last Hurrah**

2020-10-10

set in mantic games warpath universe and based on its sports tabletop game dreadball ex corporation striker leeland roth teeters on the horns of a dilemma return to the sport that once defined his life or continue to drown his sorrows in booze babes and back alleys the choice is not as simple as it may seem for roth cannot shake the crippling guilt that plagues him day after day but a new opportunity has arisen and the lure of the spotlight the drama the fans and the money may bring him out of the shadows roth must now cobble together a team of nobodies and coach them to glory in a thirty two team tournament that promises big rewards for the winner along the way he will face a battalion of dangers death injury digby corruption corporate greed familial hatreds bribery rebellion and even the limitations of his own abilities as a coach can this former dreadball star rise to the occasion or will this be his last hurrah

**Ironwatch Issue 02**
welcome to the sprawl sci fi skirmishes are an increasingly popular genre of war game but they are more dependent than most on good scenarios to keep them varied and exciting john lambshead has taken the work out of scenario building he presents a selection of thirty six missions of varying complexity each with clear objectives and victory conditions a map showing set up zones and some with special rules although they are set in his imagined dystopian city of civitas cavernum aka the sprawl with its factions of scavs proctors cultists and corporates the scenarios are designed to be adaptable to almost any setting and set of rules including those published in the author s one hour skirmish wargames in addition there are no less than three mini campaigns that link the scenarios together in various combinations but that is not all john lambshead gives advice on designing your own scenarios and campaigns and there is even a set of tables allowing you to quickly create them through random dice rolls ensuring almost infinite variety to your games finally there is a useful reference section listing websites of rules publishers and manufacturers of suitable miniatures and model terrain welcome to the sprawl but keep your gun close and your mask on

**Hellboy**

2021-11-16

broken alliance is a story set in mantic games kings of war universe it is a tale of battles and magic cruel betrayals and unexpected friendships courage and honor the halfling shires had been members of the league of rhordia for over a hundred years
the alliance had been mutually beneficial from the start the humans of the league received the surplus of the shires bountiful farms and pastures and the shires received the additional security of the league’s powerful military in a very dangerous world but recently the relationship has begun to sour for reasons no one understands a darkness is poisoning the once strong friendship between the peoples suspicion anger and even violence has begun to tear the alliance apart the threat of war something once unthinkable has become very real halfling aeron cadwallader a cadet at the league’s prestigious college of warcraft finds himself caught between the two sides cast out by the league mistrusted by his fellow halflings he struggles to survive amidst the war that soon erupts and find a way to help his people defend themselves against the powerful league

Sci-fi Skirmish Scenarios

2020-02-19

copiously and brilliantly illustrated with fine examples of what can be achieved in the realms of fantasy and dungeons and dragons wargaming books monthly the art and making of fantasy miniatures is a showcase of some of the best talent in the industry compiled with the cooperation of eleven of the most innovative companies from europe the uk and usa it shows what goes in to the creative process of taking an initial concept from two dimensional sketches and translating it into a three dimensional figurine ready for collectors and tabletop gamers game designers artists and sculptors explain their part in bringing these miniature works of art to life the book is lavishly illustrated with over 1 000 images including concept art work in progress sculpts and beautifully
painted miniatures the book features miniatures from games and companies such as aradia miniatures alkemy alchemist miniatures avatars of war godslayer megalith games guild ball steamforged games relicblade metal king studio warmachine and hordes privateer press rumbleslam ttcombat drakerys don't panic games kings of war mantic games and freeblades dgs games so if you're interested in learning more about the miniature design process from innovative wargame companies make sure to grab this book and start exploring the great artistic journey your miniatures undergo on their way to the tabletop wargame news and terrain hobbyists can glean tips about making and painting large or smallscale figures or just sit back and enjoy the show toy soldier model figure if you are collecting the various models then this has to be the best guide to see what is out there sf crowsnest

Ironwatch Issue 04

2016-11-30

unlike chess or backgammon tabletop wargames have no single accepted set of rules most wargamers at some point have had a go at writing their own rules and virtually all have modified commercially available sets to better suit their idea of the ideal game or to adapt favourite rules to a different historical period or setting but many who try soon find that writing a coherent set of rules is harder than they thought while tweaking one part of an existing set can often have unforeseen consequences for the game as a whole now at last help is at hand veteran gamer and rules writer john lambshead has teamed up with the legendary rick priestley creator of games workshop's phenomenally successful warhammer system to create this essential guide for any would be
wargame designer or tinkerer rick and john give excellent advice on deciding what you want from a wargame and balancing realism be it in a historical or a fantasy sci fi context with playability they discuss the relative merits of various mechanisms cards dice tables then discuss how to select and combine these to handle the various essential game elements of turn sequences combat resolution morale etc to create a rewarding and playable game that suits your tastes and requirements

Ironwatch Issue 05

2022-08-09

set in mantics games warpath universe and based on its sports tabletop game dreadball set in mantics games warpath universe and based on its sports tabletop game dreadball having won the third sphere dreadball tournament by the proverbial skin of their teeth leeland roth and his intrepid corporate team the vitala vipers head to the big leagues for the chance to play in the elite fsidl first sphere intergalactic dreadball league it s both an honor and a homecoming for coach roth since he left six years prior vowing never to return after the tragic death of his brother victor but all is not forgotten there are many within the dreadball community who not only revere the roth brothers but also despise them their enemies will stop at nothing not even murder to end the roth name and legacy once and for all leeland must now coach his team to respectability while trying to maintain his and victor s good name it s a mad dash for survival both on and off the dreadball pitch can leeland keep it together will the pressures of his personal life overshadow his responsibilities on the pitch could this possibly be leeland roth s final rush
showcases a selection of the finest and most inspiring designers artists and manufacturers of fantasy gaming miniatures the art and making of fantasy miniatures is a showcase of some of the best talent in the industry compiled with the cooperation of eleven of the most innovative companies from europe the uk and usa it shows what goes in to the creative process of taking an initial concept from two dimensional sketches and translating it into a three dimensional figurine ready for collectors and tabletop gamers game designers artists and sculptors explain their part in bringing these miniature works of art to life the book is lavishly illustrated with over 1 000 images including concept art work in progress sculpts and beautifully painted miniatures the book features miniatures from games and companies such as aradia miniatures alkemy alchemist miniatures avatars of war godslayer megalith games guild ball steamforged games relicblade metal king studio warmachine and hordes privateer press rumbleslam ttcombat drakerys don t panic games kings of war mantic games and freeblades dgs games

aimed at modellers of all abilities this lavishly illustrated book presents a step by step guide to figure painting and modelling
using traditional techniques from the multipart hard plastic 28mm miniature to the metal and resin models common in all other scales this book provides wargamers collectors and gamers with a wealth of information to achieve the best results it demonstrates a variety of modelling and painting techniques at different scales it provides step by step guidance on building converting and painting models it covers working in plastic resin and white metal it explains dry brushing techniques the three colour method multilayering and shading with washes and finally it considers basing techniques and maintaining the compatibility of miniatures between different gaming systems

Ironwatch Issue 60

2022-11-24

science fiction wargame rules for large skirmishes based on the popular rampant system xenos rampant is a setting agnostic large skirmish miniature wargame for fighting science fiction battles using 28mm figures developed from the popular lion rampant ruleset the core mechanics featured within will be instantly recognisable to those familiar with the other rampant systems while still being accessible to new players xenos rampant contains all the rules army lists and scenarios required to fight science fiction battles as well as a whole host of subgenres including post apocalyptic weird war near future so whatever your science fiction preference the rules can cover it just let your imagination run rampant
this is the tale of the rise of the goblin king in the world of pannithor
goblins are a major faction in the world of pannithor and their
control under the rule of the goblin king wielding great power did
not come easy and the road there was studded with obstacles but
a goblin never gives up this is the definitive tale of the goblin king's
path to power
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